ICI Metals' mission is to enhance our customer’s buying process by providing prime quality metals, precision cutting, and inventory management all through ISO-Certified quality control to manufacturers located in Ohio and surrounding states.

Our custom inventory solutions include dedicated stocking services, scheduled deliveries as required by your Just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing processes, and custom value added services such as bar coding, part labeling, and packaging.

Program Services Include:
- Demand Planning
- Metals at Competitive Prices
- Metal Processing Services
- Packaging Services
- Delivery
- Drop Shipping
- Emergency Service

Customer Savings
Utilizing ICI Metals’ Response™ Program can reduce your inventory costs, resulting in a decrease of the overall cost of operations. Equally important, ICI Metals will work to seamlessly integrate with your processes in order to maintain and improve your customer service.

Companies that typically benefit from the Response™ Program include those that purchase metals or manufacture product on a regular basis. Contact us to learn more and find out how your company can benefit from Response™ Inventory Management.
ICI Metals saves our customers time and money with:

- Response™ Inventory Management Program.
- Quality precision cutting to customer specifications on industry-leading equipment.
- On-time delivery by our company-owned fleet of trucks.
- Drop shipping complete with customer labeling.
- Mill buys to give customers competitive pricing.
- Inventory specialists and knowledgeable support staff trained to look for ways to simplify customer processes.
- Knowledge and understanding of our local region consisting of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana and Michigan.

Sawing
Our 5 cut-to-length saws provide us with the capability of cutting up to 22” in diameter and our precision aluminum plate saw is capable of cutting to .005 of your requested size. We also offer circle cutting. Orders are packed and shipped to your specifications, or stocked and released on your time table.

Have our trained team cut your order and...

- Minimize your scrap loss
- Minimize your material handling
- Maximize your space and improve your logistics
- Precision aluminum plate sawing
- Precision bar sawing

Precision aluminum plate sawing
- Fully automatic sawing system
- Cuts to 12” thick material
- Precision Tolerances to +/-0.005
- Surface Finishes to 8 Micro-inch
- High speed close tolerance cutting

Precision bar sawing
- Cuts up to 22” diameter
- Precision Tolerances to +/- 1/32